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Abstract. The idea that the gist of a visual scene is perceived before
attention is focused on the details of a particular object is becoming in-
creasingly popular. In the auditory system, on the other hand, it is typ-
ically assumed that the sensory signal is first broken down into streams
and then attention is applied to select one of the streams. We consider
evidence for an alternative: that, in close analogy with the visual system,
the gist of an auditory scene is perceived and only afterwards attention is
paid to relevant constituents. We find that much experimental evidence
is consistent with such a proposal, and we suggest some possibilities for
gist representations.
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1 Introduction

Conventional theories of attention assume a hierarchy of processing, starting
with low-level analysis of simple features which are then integrated to form more
complex features and then mapped onto objects and categories. This bottom-up

processing is assumed to be pre-attentive but also interacts with top-down pro-
cesses which are mediated by attention. Details of all low-level features would
thus be available for higher-level processing but, in order to reduce the process-
ing load, it is assumed that at some stage an attentional selection process occurs.
However, a long-standing debate exists over the stage at which attentional se-
lection takes place (see [1] for a review).

Such bottom-up hierarchical theories of attention are common in vision (e.g.
[2, 3] ) and also in audition in models that use the principles of auditory scene

analysis [4]. In auditory scene analysis, it is generally assumed that an auditory
signal is broken down into streams, using differences in characteristics such as
frequency, intensity and spatial location to segregate elements of the signal,
while subsequent grouping of elements into streams occurs using principles such
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as similarity, good continuity and common fate. Attention then acts to select
one of the streams.

However, there are problems with such a hierarchical approach. In vision, a
number of experiments have shown that an observer can rapidly become aware
of the surroundings without being aware of the details (see [5] for a review). For
example, observers are able to grasp the overall content of rapidly presented im-
ages [6] but they do not notice changes in detail, exemplified by the phenomenon
of change blindness [7]. A further issue concerns the rapid ‘popout’ of an odd
item from a set of items in the visual search paradigm: counter to the proposal
that conjunctions of features should cause slower serial search [3], it has been
shown that more complex items may pop out if they represent categories such
as three-dimensional objects [5].

Similarly, in audition, listeners are able to perform tasks which are incon-
sistent with a bottom-up hierarchical view of auditory scene analysis and the
subsequent attentional selection of an auditory stream. For example, listeners
may perceive part of the signal in two ways, as in the phenomenon of duplex
perception [8] in which a sine-wave chirp may be heard separately but may also
be incorporated into a speech syllable. Speech perception occurs much more
rapidly than would be expected if the signal were processed in a hierarchical
fashion [9] (see also section 4.4). Other evidence suggests that top-down pro-
cessing plays a major role [10]: for example, the same acoustic signal may be
heard as two different words depending on the context.

In order to account for such results, an alternative has been proposed: that
an observer rapidly processes the ‘gist’ (i.e. an imprecise overview) of a scene and
then focuses attention on the detail of a limited region (e.g. [5, 11–14]). So, for
example, an observer may be aware that there are people and items of furniture
in a room, without noticing how many people or what type of furniture until
attention is focused on a particular part of the room. Similarly, a listener may
be aware that music is playing and people nearby are talking, without noticing
what instruments are producing the music or what the people are saying. There
are obvious advantages in becoming rapidly aware of the gist of a scene, as the
observer or listener can obtain an overview of possible dangers and benefits in
the environment and need only expend effort in scrutinising those objects or
areas of particular interest.

Explorations of gist processing have so far mainly been concerned with the
visual modality. In the rest of this paper, we review selected work exploring the
idea that the gist of a visual scene is perceived before the detail and we consider
evidence that, in audition too, we hear the gist of an auditory scene before we
focus on the detail of a particular sound source.

2 The gist of gist processing

The idea of gist processing has been applied not only to explain visual perception
[5, 6, 11, 12, 15–19] but also memory [20–23] and general theories of consciousness
[24]. One approach [16] defines two types of gist:
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– perceptual gist, which refers to the representations built during perception,
and

– conceptual gist, which includes semantic information stored in memory.

While it is clear that perceptual and conceptual gist are intimately linked,
there is a significant body of work concentrating on the idea of conceptual gist
or gist memory and, although this may shed light on possible representations,
here we are mostly concerned with perceptual gist which concerns the rapid
determination of the content of perceptual input (e.g. a visual or auditory signal).

A specific example of a theory concerned with perceptual gist in vision is Re-
verse Hierarchy Theory [5]; according to this theory, rapid bottom-up processing
of the whole scene occurs (without attention) resulting in high-level awareness
without detail (vision-at-a-glance); this is followed by top-down processing (with
attention) to analyse the detail of that part of the scene within the focus of at-
tention (vision-with-scrutiny), while the unattended parts of the signal do not
require detailed processing. Thus, there are a number of facets of this theory:

(a) only the gist of the scene or object is initially processed;
(b) processing of the gist is rapid;
(c) the focus of attention is deployed according to prior knowledge and the

perception of the gist;
(d) detailed analysis is performed on the part of the scene within the focus of

attention;
(e) unattended parts of the scene are undifferentiated.

In the following sections, we suggest some possible evidence for each of these
for vision and, more extensively, for audition.

3 Gist perception in vision

The ‘gist of a scene’ describes a general overview of the global properties of the
scene, as opposed to local properties of a specific object or area. Some early ex-
periments showed that words [25] and large letters constructed from small letters
[11] (figure 1) are perceived before their constituent letters. Navon [11] proposed
the principle of global precedence, suggesting that a scene is processed from the
top of the hierarchy to the bottom, from global to local, i.e. from the whole scene
down to its constituent parts (discussed in [26]). More recently, it was shown that
observers can categorise images that are degraded such that individual objects
are not well defined [27], and can distinguish animals from man-made artifacts
even when parts of the images have been jumbled [28], indicating that the gist
of the scene can be discriminated in the presence of local distortions.

It should be noted that perceiving an image globally does not necessarily
imply that the image or its parts have lower resolution; the global object may
consist of either coarse or fine elements (figure 1;[27]). Similarly, local information
need not necessarily consist of high-resolution elements, but simply describes a
limited part of the scene. The issue of high and low resolution in gist represen-
tations is discussed further in section 5.1.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the difference between global/local and coarse/fine (after [27]).
Left, global F, fine, local L; right, global C, coarse, local L.

There is increasing evidence that the gist of a scene is perceived quickly and
pre-attentively [5, 15–17]. The rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm,
in which a series of images are presented in quick succession, has shown that
basic categories such as animals or vehicles can be detected very rapidly. Recent
studies found category detection was extremely rapid and needed only short
presentation times [29]. The rapid ‘popout’ of complex items which represent
categories provides further support for rapid processing of the gist, while the
insensitivity of observers to the number of elements present when items popout
suggests that the unattended regions of the image are not processed in detail [5].

The phenomenon of change blindness (reviewed in [7]), in which large changes
in presented images go unobserved if there is a small disruption between the
changes, may also be explained by the proposal that observers do not perceive
all the details of the scene but only those within the focus of attention [5].

4 Gist perception in audition

4.1 A brief comparison of visual and auditory attention

The idea of gist perception has been discussed mainly in the context of the visual
system but may also apply to audition. In audition, ‘objects’ (corresponding to
auditory sources) are generally not static and instead there is the concept of
the auditory stream which is the perceptual representation of an acoustic source
determined during auditory scene analysis [4]. Such a stream, or the source from
which it is assumed to emanate, may be the focus of attention.

Visual objects may overlap in space and may occlude one another, but are
generally easily distinguishable from one another due to differences in spatial
location, colour and luminance; although some objects may move, most remain
static. In audition, the harmonics of complex tones and the inharmonic sounds
making up auditory streams usually overlap in frequency, and very few sounds
remain static over time. In addition, the spatial location of sound sources is
determined by comparing the signals entering each ear, using interaural time
and level differences between the binaural signals. The relationship between the
interaural cues and the perceived location of the sound source is not simple (see
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e.g. [30]), and interaural cues may be ignored: listeners are able to fuse distinct
sounds entering each ear into a perceptual whole [31]. Therefore, attending to
a particular sound source or stream requires complex analysis of the signal in
order to separate one stream from another.

4.2 Current proposals for auditory gist perception

Little research into gist perception in audition has taken place as yet, but a
few authors have proposed that such a scheme may explain certain results in-
volving attention and auditory perception. Nelken and Ahissar [13] suggest that
Reverse Hierarchy Theory can be applied to auditory processing in order to re-
solve the conflict between global and local aspects of auditory processing. For
example, during speech perception, a wide variety of acoustic signals can cause
the perception of a particular phoneme or syllable; these variations occur not
only across different talkers but even within the productions of a single talker,
due to coarticulation between phonemes and other factors such as the accent and
physical and emotional state of the talker [32, 33]. Similar problems exist in pitch
determination: for example, the presence and intensity of individual harmonics
may vary for the same pitch percept. Nelken and Ahissar suggest that crude
high-level representations can be produced at an early stage of processing; for
example, for pitch, a limited form of periodicity using narrow-band peripheral
filters could be extracted rapidly; similarly a crude representation of a speech
signal which preserves the most important global acoustic features of speech
could be produced.

Cusack et al. [14] propose a hierarchical decomposition model as a parsimo-
nious explanation for experimental results which show a build-up of streaming
but only in the attended spatial location, frequency region or stream (where a
stream in this case is a sequence of tones). Listeners were asked whether one or
two streams were present when played a sequence of alternating tones; typically,
when the listener is attending to the tone sequence, a single stream is heard first
and after a few seconds two streams are heard. The listeners were also given
a concurrent distracting task; several tasks were used, consisting of sequences
of tones or noises at various frequencies, played in the same or a different ear.
When the distracting task was included, the build-up of streaming did not occur
until attention was applied to the tone sequence [14, 34]. Cusack et al. interpret
this as evidence that attention is required for stream segregation. Also, since
the build-up of streaming followed a similar pattern whether the sounds were in
the same or different ear or frequency region, they suggest that there is some
automatic segregation but then only the stream which is the current focus of
attention is segregated further: unattended parts of the signal do not need to
be differentiated, although a general idea of the whole signal is obtained. So,
for example, if speech, music and traffic noise are all present in the auditory
signal, it is not necessary for the auditory system to segregate individual singers
or different car engines. Cusack et al. also suggest that some early attentional
selection may take place, for example of peripheral frequency channels, which
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would reduce demand on later processing stages involved in perceptual grouping
and selective attention.

In order to gauge the feasibility of applying proposals for gist perception to
audition, we consider the facets of the Reverse Hierarchy Theory listed above in
section 2 in turn and discuss some possible evidence for each.

4.3 Perceiving the gist of an auditory scene

Intuitively it seems plausible that listeners are aware of the general content of
an auditory signal before its detail: for example, music from an orchestra or
pop/rock band is initially heard as a whole rather than hearing the individual
instruments; a room full of talkers is heard as babble rather than individual
conversations; and speech is heard as a whole rather than as individual formants
and noise bursts. An unknown foreign language too is heard as a continuous
babble, not as distinct acoustic features.

Speech can be understood in very difficult listening conditions, which sug-
gests that only a limited part of the signal is necessary for accurate speech
perception. Listeners are adept at understanding speech in noisy environments
(unlike automatic speech recognisers) [35], and telephone transmission takes ad-
vantage of the fact that speech is still highly intelligible when presented with
limited frequency bands. Even under extreme manipulations, speech perception
is still robust: for example, Shannon et al. [36] modulated white noise using the
temporal envelopes of speech extracted from a small number of broad frequency
bands, which preserved amplitude and temporal cues while removing harmonics
and formant structure within bands. Listeners were still able to identify conso-
nants and vowels within a syllable context, even with as few as four frequency
bands. Saberi and Perrott [37] time-reversed each brief segment of a sentence
and found that listeners reported perfect intelligibility of the sentence when each
segment was up to 50 ms in duration. Reverberation would also be expected to
cause difficulties for speech perception, if the fine details of the signal were im-
portant, as the signal is smeared in the temporal domain, but speech remains
highly intelligible under these conditions.

A further indication that only a general idea of the expected signal is required
for speech perception is provided by the phenomenon of phonemic restoration
[38]. Here, listeners perceive a complete speech sound when part of it is replaced
with a non-speech sound: greater intelligibility occurs when the added non-speech
sound is spectrally similar to the missing portion of speech (e.g. white noise
replacing part of a fricative or a pure tone replacing part of a vowel).

Listeners can also interpret the auditory signal as speech when the formants
are replaced by time-varying sinusoids that mimic the formant patterns of nat-
ural speech but do not contain harmonic structure [39]. In this case, the fine
detail of the signal is rather unhelpful but the sinusoid patterns are sufficient to
provide the gist of the speech for most listeners.

It should be noted that, although much of the success of human listeners in
understanding speech in difficult conditions is due to contextual and syntactic
knowledge of the speech, several of the experiments described above required
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listeners to identify nonsense syllables and to distinguish individual consonants
and vowels. Memory does however play an important part in speech perception,
but a detailed discussion of gist memory is outside the scope of this paper.

There is evidence to suggest that gist perception may apply to other aspects
of an auditory signal besides speech intelligibility. For example, experiments have
shown that timbre is identified before pitch [40, 41], suggesting that the overall
spectral shape is perceived first, followed by the detailed harmonics responsible
for the pitch.

More generally, experiments have indicated that fusion of the auditory signal
is the default condition [4, 42] and that, unless attended to, the signal is processed
holistically rather than in detail; for example, a sequence of alternating tones is
segregated into two streams only after attention has been applied [14].

4.4 Rapid processing of the gist

The rate at which listeners can process speech has been given variously as 25
to 30 phonetic segments per second or 400 words per minute (the latter with
some difficulty) [9], which is faster than would be expected if all the details of the
signal were being processed, since the order of unrelated non-speech sounds (such
as a hiss, tone or buzz) cannot be judged accurately when presented at only four
sounds per second, and naive listeners require each sound to have a duration
of at least 700 milliseconds (ms) in order to identify the order [43]. However,
trained listeners can use qualitative differences to determine the order of very
brief (around 4 ms duration) tones [44]. Other psychoacoustic studies indicate
that very brief stimuli can be categorised rapidly using their timbre: different
vowels or different musical instruments can be identified based on stimuli with
duration of less than 10 ms [40, 41]. These results do not seem consistent with the
idea of hierarchical processing of the detail of every sound. Instead, they suggest
that in situations where the duration of the individual items is short, only the
overall pattern is perceived; in speech, semantic memory enables the listener to
make use of this pattern, while non-speech sounds do not have sufficient semantic
content for their order to be noted without training.

On the other hand, evidence from studies of event-related brain potentials
does not provide a consistent picture. Measurements of mismatch negativity
(MMN), which indicates the detection of an irregularity in an auditory event
and is believed to reflect pre-attentive processes, suggest vowel phonemes are
extracted pre-attentively: deviant vowels elicited MMN while deviant complex
tones did not [45]; but other evidence suggests that the timbre of harmonic
complexes is perceived pre-attentively within 150 ms of stimulus onset [46]. It has
also been found that different responses to man-made and natural sounds occur
in the region of the auditory cortex thought to be associated with categorisation
of sounds, within 70 ms of the stimulus onset [47].

Such results suggest a complex interaction of cues such as pitch and timbre
within the first few hundred milliseconds after the auditory signal enters the ear.
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4.5 Deployment of the focus of attention based on the gist

A study of event-related brain potentials in which pairs of concurrent vowels
were presented at different fundamental frequencies indicates that low-level cues
such as fundamental frequency differences are important at an early stage (after
about 140 ms), perhaps for signalling to higher levels that more than one audi-
tory object is present [48]. Further studies suggest that attention is required for
sequential integration of sounds, but not for segregation of concurrent sounds
[49], and that segregation occurs before integration [50]. Psychoacoustical exper-
iments (reviewed in [51]) have shown that, on its own, interaural time difference
cannot be used to segregate a single speaker from similar background sounds;
however, it can be used to track a sound source over time. This suggests that
listeners may use other cues, such as harmonicity or common onset, to segregate
an auditory object and only then use attention to follow its spatial location.
Taken together, these results are consistent with the proposal that pre-attentive
concurrent segregation occurs before attentive sequential integration, and that
listeners may use attention to track auditory objects that have been determined
during the initial gist processing stage.

4.6 Detailed processing within the focus of attention

Picking out a single voice or other sound source within an environment containing
several different voices is an everyday occurrence, and initially we are often not
aware of the individual sources until we listen for them. Similarly, with training,
listeners can hear a single instrument from a group playing together, or a single
note from a chord.

Experiments have shown that under laboratory conditions listeners are able
to hear details, when attending more closely to an auditory signal, that they
do not hear initially. For example, when presented with a pair of vowels with
the same pitch and spatial location and with similar intensity, listeners have
the impression of one dominant vowel which is coloured by the other vowel, but
they are able to identify both vowels at well over chance performance [52]. These
results are consistent with the idea that scrutiny within the focus of attention
enables details of the signal to be perceived that are not present in the initial gist
representation. Training, requiring concentrated attention, may be necessary in
order to hear the details: for example, listeners can be trained to discriminate
formants within a vowel context [53] and to learn new phonemes [54].

4.7 Unattended streams are undifferentiated

In early work on the ‘cocktail party effect’, Cherry [55] found that, when listeners
attend to one of two talkers, they may not be aware of the meaning or even the
language of the unattended speech, although they are aware of basic physical
properties such as pitch range and the end of the message.

Two studies specifically investigating the role of attention have also found
that unattended parts of the signal appear to be undifferentiated. Brochard et
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al. [56] presented listeners with complexes consisting of one to four concurrent
subsequences of tones at various frequencies, each with a different repetition rate.
Listeners were asked to detect a temporal irregularity in one of the subsequences;
performance was not affected by the number of subsequences, indicating that the
unattended subsequences were not differentiated. A further example of a lack of
awareness of unattended characteristics occurs in the phenomenon of ‘change
deafness’, analogous to change blindness: listeners were asked to repeat words
spoken by a male talker, and more than 40% of participants failed to notice that
halfway through the task a different male talker presented the words [57].

Some experiments have indicated that unattended parts of the signal are
processed to some degree: a word in an unattended stream can cause semantic
priming of words in the attended ear [58, 59]. This may however simply be an
indication that the gist of the unattended stream is sufficient to activate semantic
processes.

5 Representations of visual and auditory scenes

5.1 The nature of gist representations

A representation of the gist of a scene can take more than one form: at one
extreme, it may cover the whole of the scene at a very low resolution, while
at the other extreme it may only sparsely cover the scene but use fine detail
(figure 2). In between, a representation may consist of medium-resolution ele-
ments and/or these elements may not cover the scene completely. It is feasible
that representations are created at a range of scales, in a ‘hierarchy of gist’ as
suggested for semantic gist [23]. Some examples of possible representations are
described below.

There is evidence that coarse information is normally processed before fine
detail: Schyns and Oliva [18] presented observers with hybrid images formed by
superimposing two images, belonging to two easily distinguishable categories,
that had been filtered at high or low spatial frequencies producing an outline or
blurred image respectively. When the hybrid images were presented for 30 ms,
the coarse or blurred image was identified more frequently, but when presented
for 150 ms the fine outline was seen. However, if observers are presented with
images at the fine scale before the hybrid images, they can be primed to see
the fine scale of the hybrid image preferentially [27]. Oliva and Schyns [16, 27]
propose that attention is driven to the scale that is diagnostic of the task; so, if
fine detail is required, the observer will use that scale first. For example, detail
may be required to distinguish an image of one city from another city, but not
to distinguish an indoor from an outdoor scene. Thus, although the perception
of the gist may be pre-attentive, the scale of the representation used may be
affected by attention.

Oliva and Torralba [16, 60] suggest that visual scenes can be represented and
categorised using a ‘spatial envelope’ consisting of representations at different
scales. Each representation is based on statistical distributions of image proper-
ties, such as orientation or contrast, believed to be important in the early visual
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Fig. 2. Illustration of two possible representations: left, broad and coarse; right, fine
and sparse (50% coverage).

system, defining a number of perceptual dimensions such as naturalness, open-
ness and roughness. Scenes with similar perceptual dimensions share the same
semantic category. Representations at different scales may correspond to recep-
tive fields, from local to global, according to the image property represented. A
computational model exploring these ideas is under development [60].

In audition, there is evidence that accurate speech perception can be based on
glimpsing a surprisingly small number of spectro-temporal regions of the audi-
tory signal when the speech is masked by other talkers [61]. These regions of high
energy tend to be sparsely distributed and support the idea of a sparse represen-
tation of gist. In fact, using a coarse and broad spectro-temporal representation
might cause problems in audition, since information such as frequency harmonics
and temporal onset differences, required to distinguish auditory objects, would
be smeared out. However, such differences could perhaps be processed indepen-
dently at an early stage, as suggested in section 4.5.

A model with some similarities to that of Oliva and Torralba has been pro-
posed for sounds [62]. Although designed to classify audio signals, this model
is inspired by mechanisms in the human auditory system. Auditory features
based on spectral and temporal modulations at multiple scales determined after
initial spectro-temporal analysis are used to distinguish types of sounds. Using
this system, speech can be discriminated from non-speech (animal vocalisations,
music and environmental sounds) based on differential responses to fast or slow
changes, and narrow- or broadband spectra.

5.2 Saliency maps

A somewhat different type of representation is the saliency map. It was first
proposed by Koch and Ullman (described in [63]) as a biologically plausible
representation of bottom-up visual attention. Different implementations share
a basic conceptual structure: features of an image corresponding to low-level
properties such as orientation, intensity and colour are extracted in parallel to
produce topographical maps which are then combined into a single saliency map
indicating the salience or perceptual influence of each part of the image; attention
is drawn towards the most salient event. In its pure form, it is complementary
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to a high level gist representation: the saliency map gives no indication of the
stimulus category, but instead indicates relevant locations. Indeed, recent work
merges these two concepts and uses low level statistics for a categorization of
the scene, thereby modulating a prior of the probability distribution of relevant
locations [64].

Saliency maps are not limited to the visual domain. Kayser et al. [65] pro-
posed auditory saliency maps, analogous to visual saliency maps, which use
features such as intensity, frequency contrast and temporal contrast. The indi-
vidual maps can be produced at various scales and combined into a single map
using competition between the scales and features. This model was able to repli-
cate findings in [66] indicating the relative salience of short, long and temporally
modulated tones in a noisy background. Although there is neurophysiological ev-
idence for activity consistent with the use of a mechanism similar to the saliency
map, the most salient features have also been shown to be task-dependent, indi-
cating that top-down mechanisms are important at an early stage of processing
[67], providing further support for an attentional model such as the Reverse
Hierarchy Theory.

6 Conclusions

In general, there is evidence that auditory processing is consistent with the ideas
in Reverse Hierarchy Theory and other similar proposals [5, 11–17] suggesting
that rapid processing of the gist of a scene occurs followed by detailed scrutiny
of that part of the signal within the focus of attention. Rather than attention
being applied after stream segregation has taken place, as is typical in models of
auditory scene analysis, under this proposal an initial bottom-up gist processing
stage (‘audition-at-a-glance’, comparable to hearing) provides an overview of the
whole auditory scene, stimulating large receptive fields and/or category detec-
tors. The default assumption would be that features of the signal are part of a
single source unless there is clear evidence for segregation, such as large differ-
ences in pitch. Early processing would indicate the likely number of sources and
category of each source, but top-down processes would focus on the attended
source and analyse its detail (‘audition-with-scrutiny’, comparable to listening),
determining the features of the attended stream via small receptive fields.

Further experimental evidence is required to determine which aspects of the
signal would be available during initial gist processing and which aspects would
be processed in detail, as well as whether detailed analysis would occur subse-
quent to, or in parallel with, gist processing (e.g. [68]).
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